Substance P-like immunoreactivity in the lateral cervical nucleus of the owl monkey (Aotus trivirgatus): a comparison with the cat and rat.
The location of substance P (SP) in the lateral cervical nucleus (LCN) of monkeys (Aotus trivirgatus), cats, and rats was investigated with immunohistochemical methods. Light microscopic analysis showed that SP-positive fibers and terminals are evenly distributed throughout the LCN of the monkey and rat, whereas the SP labeling in the LCN of the cat is concentrated in the medial part of the nucleus, with only very sparse labeling in the lateral part. Electron microscopic examination of the monkey LCN revealed the presence of SP-like immunoreactivity within terminal boutons and unmyelinated axons. The SP-positive boutons are in synaptic contact with dendrites and, occasionally, cell bodies; they contain densely packed, clear, round synaptic vesicles, as well as dense-core vesicles. The distribution of SP-like immunoreactivity in the LCN of monkeys, cats, and rats is similar to that of nociceptive-responsive neurons demonstrated in electrophysiological experiments. The possible role of the SP-containing fibers in the transmission of nociceptive information through the LCN is discussed.